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The typical problematic sign Rational Basis standard ofjudi- also legal costs ofthose who

code may be described as an cia scrutiny This means sirn- challenged their intrusive regu

___ attemPt to accomplish an unsub- that the government adopt- lations

stantiated public benefit through ing the code believes it suffi

the impeientati0 of corn- cient if it appears that the code Some regulators have sought to

mercial speech restriction that will accomplish the govern- use planning to implement an

steps
outside of the area of con- ments goal and assumes the anti-business philosophy and

rstOr tent-neutral time place and regulated party bears the burden the simple concept that individ

-4 SUP manner regulations based on an of proof in any disagreement uals ought to have the right to

unproven
assertion The unfor- over the code The fault is in enter the marketplace and par-

tunate frequency with which this failing to recognize that corn- ticipate in the allocation of

occurs is due to lack of under- mercial signs while types of goods was offensive in that

standing about the constitutional land use also constitute speech forum Others have approached

protections
accorded to com- which is civil right protected planning as an opportunity to

mercial speech under the First Amendment regulate morality using the

This ups the ante for the govern- process to block adult business-

To date most sign codes have melt several uninformed cities es drinking establishments dis

been written based on the belief have ultimately been forced to cotheques and even theaters

that they are subject to the not only to pay damages but This manipulation of social and

Some cities believe that less
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downwnthstnDmake

__
than helping their small busi

ness community however L_ ir
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and corporatkns often png
____________
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ture
buildings are allowed

and
slowly draw away busi-
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economic resources combined impression Thus it is of seri- revising its sign code should

perhaps with the unfortunate ous importance that city con- thoughtfully consider engaging _____ RE
desire to enhance job security cerned about its fiscal health as many stakeholders as possible N1N

______
through the creation of extra considers carefully whether the in the process Extra care ______

________

work such as requirements to courts will view its sign code as should be taken to ensure that ciE
MUYSIS CORP1EItU
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subject sign copy for review led violation ofthe civil rights of agenda-driven people/organiza- uU
ALAND RKtS
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to an environment in which the business and individuals tions do not control the process

some questionable assertions whose speech it will be regulat- That agenda could be trying to IV1LI

were made One ofthese was ing prevent people from moving into --
that signs are public nui- In Metromedia San Diego the the community trying to prevent

________ sance attorney fees were originally set the allocation ofresources by the FOR
at well over $1.5 million In marketplace trying to impose

Another was that less is more order to avoid paying such particular view ofmorality or ReslOefico Resieuce

in other words reduction in large sum for its violation of even trying to promote and ACRES
ACRES

signage would make everyone Metromedias civil rights the secure jobs for particular group OUIHU1ffl1HUS
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.________________

better offby leveling the play- City ofSan Diego allowed every ofpeople

ing field while at the same single billboard that had come 55 ___________

time neglecting to regulate or down during the period to be Hence cities should make clear

being unable to regulate signa- replaced developed new bill- that if the sign code is success-

ture buildings corporate identifi- board ordinance that fully challenged in court and is

cation and business form fran- Metromedia could agree was not held to be case of first

chises backed up with massive reasonable and allowed outdoor impression that the hired con-

multimedia advertising In this advertisers considerable leeway sultants agree to pay legal costs

environment much of the regu- in the market and still had to of the parties involved including

lation based upon rational rela- pay hundreds of thousands of the City and the people challeng

tionships logic got out of hand dollars in legal fees ing the sign code Consultants
drawing board and rewrite the essential Signage value in ever Cincinnati was forced to

and resulted in several expensive would be much more cautious
ordinance For many cities it many cases extends far beyond pay an additional $1.8 million

lawsuits In ClevelandArea Board of about their recommendations has been learning experience the cost ofconstruction which for the sign for total of $3.1

Realtors City ofEuclid2 and any city that wanted to yen- with very high tuition cost all too often is the only valua- million the
sign was worth

First Impression where sign ordinance banned ture into risky area ofregula- tion aspect considered more than the real estate itself

and Civil Rights the use ofyard signs except for tion could weigh the political Certainly municipalities should Such is the value ofsignage that

Violations certain limited purposes the risks for itself
take considerable time to under- One notable example ofthe entire courses are now being

City ended up paying nearly stand the application of value of commercial signage is taught on how to appraise the

When regulation such as $400000 for plaintiffs legal Most cities understand that writ-
Interiediate Scrutiny and Strict found in the case of Caddys business storefront See the

sign code violates civil right fees In North Olmsted ing and implementing regula- Scrutiny on sign codes but also Sports Bar Grill in Cincinnati Valuation and Evaluation see-

such as commercial speech Chamber ofCommerce et al tions using inadequate or agen- should study the economic value The City originally anticipated tion ofthis bookfor more infor

under Title 42 U.S.C 1983 if City ofNorth Olmsted3 the city da-driven research is poor ofsigns as established by paying the owner $1.3 million in mation on appraising signage

the case is not ruled to be case was required to pay well over idea Hiring experts to write
groups such as the National compensation for taking the

of first impression the regula- $200000 In City ofLadue code that is agenda-driven can
Academy of Sciences In property assigning no value to

tor must pay damages to the reg- Gilleo4 the city was required to put the city at financial risk
assessing the potential liability the sign painted on the side of

ulated party Furthermore under pay plaintiffs legal feesof
city might face broad under- the building After the court

Title 42 U.S.C 1988 the regu- approximately one million dol- city must insist that its legal standing of the compensable reviewed the evidence showing

lator is required to pay the regu- lars These figures do not counsel clearly explain to its
value of the subject signage is the value of Caddys signs how

lated partys reasonable legal include the amounts the cities elected officials the risks associ

fees Many sign code issues spent on their own legal fees to ated with the manipulation of
htIA case of first impression is one in which an entirely new question of law which is not espoused by existing piece eni is roug

have already been resolved by defend their codes civil rights inherent in sign regu-
before the court Blacks Legal Dictionary defines case of first impression as as case of new kind to which no esiabliahed princi

the courts and could no longer lation lost case draws more
pie of law or precedent directly applies and which must be decided entirely by reason as distinguished from authority

be dealt with as cases of first city anticipating drafting or than simple go back to the 88 F.3d 382 6th Cir 1996
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